SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 20 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, partly cloudy, winds 3(knots), temperature high -10C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin and James Roth

- Final assembly pieces for WIS-O-MATIC procured and delivered to the MEC
- Removed UPS Devices in preparation for battery replacement
- Continued to track DNF crates, looking for drill computers and discussing contingency plans.
- Worked with the traverse team in the afternoon

Cargo: DNF Crate to Arrive on Friday

Note: Spoke with Justin this morning regarding contingency plans for missing drill computer. Also tried to contact Adam Melby and Dave Read at EAD. Option one, buy a new computer, send it to EAD and have them load all necessary software and programs. Option two ask EAD to send us an external hard drive and software with all necessary programming. We can then find a computer with Windows 7 on it and attempt to load it ourselves.

Report by The Graham Poobah